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mania. But neither the Vandals nor the Visigoths—who had no
longer any contact with Germania—received such recruits. The
Ostrogoths may possibly have remained more or less in touch
with the Germans by way of the Alpine passes. As for the Franks
of Gaul, once the country was conquered no further Barbarian
contingents made their appearance. To read Gregory of Tours is
to be convinced of this.
There is another irrefutable argument. If the Gothic language
had been preserved it would have left some traces in the Latin
tongues. Now, apart from certain borrowed words no such traces
are found. Neither the phonetics nor the syntax of the Latin
languages betrays the faintest Germanic influence.1
The same may be said of the physical type. Where do we find
the Vandal type in Africa,2 the Visigoth type in Italy e There are
fair-haired people in Africa, but Gautier3 calls our attention to the
fact that there were such people in Africa before the arrival of
the Barbarians. However, it may be said that the Germanic law
survived—that there was Roman law for the Romans, and Ger-
manic law for the Germans; and this is quite true. But even in the
legislative measures of Euric this Germanic law was already inter-
penetrated with Romanism. And after Euric the Roman influence
became more and more marked.
Among the Ostrogoths there was no special code in force; they
were subject to the Roman law of the country. But as soldiers
they were amenable only to the military tribunals, which were
purely Gothic.4 This is the essential thing to remember. The
Germans were soldiers and Arians, and it was perhaps in order
to keep them soldiers that the kings protected Arianism.
1 We find borrowed words only in the French language (cf, iot» Invasions^
pp. 225 et $*g-, and gamhischec, op. dr., vol. I, pp. 293-295); that is to say,
where from the 4th century the population was in contact with the Germans,
There was no such borrowing of words in Aquitaine, Spain (Visigoths),
Africa (Vandals), or Italy (Ostrogoths). The Germanic additions to the
French language are said to number some 300 words.
8 The population of Spain hal nowhere preserved the Germanic type.
B* pittaisd, Les roe et Fhistoire, 1924, p. 135,
* GAUTIER, Op. Cit.t p. 316.	4 HABTMANN, qp. cit., Vot I, p. $^
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